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Presidents Report
Grant
One week left and that will be it for day
light savings for another six months.
Winters unquestionably on its way once
daylight savings finishes and the weather
really appears to change rapidly from that
point onwards. I guess that will lead to
more workshop time over the winter months which isn’t a bad thing
either, as most of us have projects or repairs that we have to catch up
with anyway.
And speaking of changes, we have another club milestone happening
this month with the final printed bulletin going into the post this week.
Last month we confirmed that the printed version was coming to an end
as a result of the vote at the AGM to go Electronic. Just a reminder, if
you’ve changed your Email address recently, or suspect we don’t hold
your correct email, then please contact Alan Rowson to update your
details. You should also receive Aprils Bulletin by email, if not see the
note about that elsewhere.
March’s Club night was a bit of a quiet affair with only around 2/3 of the
usual number of members turning out on the night. I’m not sure if this
was a direct result of the club night specialty topic or whether people
were simply otherwise occupied. None the less, there was still plenty of
entertainment as always and the show and tell of different Tools was
certainly very interesting. I especially liked Colleen’s lesson on how to
make a Piping Bag (Bakers Icing Tube) for squeezing out Glue. The idea
was kick started by Lyndon demonstrating the same technique, but with
a slightly different approach to making the Piping Bag. All good stuff
and useful to know.
Aprils Club night will feature Mike Sutton from HOT Ltd leading the
discussion around all manner of things to do with Batteries. From battery
types, to charging, to storage, to safe use practices, Mike will share his
experience and knowledge. He will also be fielding questions, so if you
have any battery issues you want to discuss, then make sure you do.
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Our themed monthly fun fly day for March was centered around the
Radian Glider plus any other glider or vintage models. The weather
turned it on for us with perfect gliding conditions in the morning. Our
newly appointed Club Captain Sel Melville did a great job coercing
those that had a model to take part. The truth is, he didn’t have to try
very hard as everyone was keen to have a go at the two tasks set down.
Anyway, this is commented on by Sel in his captains report, so all I need
to say is it was a lot of fun and thanks to everyone for giving it a go.
After the competition event was finished, Gordon and I did a couple of
flights aero towing with a small scale glider I have, which was a bit of a
hoot and great fun.
Aprils themed club fun fly day is to be a Bi-plane day. I think that may
have drawn favour with the committee as many of them have bi-planes
and needed a suitable excuse to bring them out to fly. I know mine takes
half a day to assemble and another half day to disassemble, so just look
for me in the pits all day !!! Mays themed flying day is to be a float
plane day up at Lake Puketirini in Huntly on May 12th, however this is a
tentative date only whilst we await council approval for the event.
A shout out now of Congratulations to the New Zealand RC Pattern
Aerobatics team whom last weekend won the Trans Tasman
Aerobatic Trophy event. (as shown on the cover…Ed)
A full NZ team
competed
in
Australia at a pretty
little place called Tin
Can Bay on the
northern Sunshine
Coast, I know this as
I’ve flown there
some years ago. The
Trans Tasman event
has been going since
1967, but this time
around, the 7 lads
created history as
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this is the first time a NZ team has travelled to Australia and won the cup
on Aussie turf. Congratulations team, a great effort. (Frazer Briggs from
HMAC competed, coming Second to NZ pilot Andrew Palmer from
ChCh by one point).
And there you have it, my last ever report to go into print. I hope you all
continue to enjoy the newsletter in its new format and I’m sure you will
like the fact that it will now be in full colour with colour pictures and
more. It will also allow us to include much more content sourced from
around NZ and the globe, as there will no-longer be any limitation on the
size and extent of the content.
So until next month in full digital glory, fly safe, be safe.
Grant

And
from
the
Bulletin Editor:
Dave

I’ve certainly learned a great deal
about “word” and its many functions
since I put my hand up to do this job. Or was I talked into it? I can’t
remember. Anyway without my wingman (Dianne) being able to help
me whilst I sat at the computer in total frustration learning how to
manipulate photos around print, modify text and all its intricacies I don’t
think I would have achieved what I have been able to in the last 12 +
months. What I won’t miss is trying to achieve the required minimum
amount of pages being some 12, 16 or 20 in order to create a paper copy.
From now on there is no limit, everything can be full colour with the
addition of Hyperlinks so I can send you off in all sorts of wonderful
crazy directions for your aeronautical pleasure. And I’m looking forward
to that.
For those of you who have not heard of or not sure of what a Hyperlink
is stay tuned:
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Club Captains Report
Sel
Thanks to all those who took part in the
Radian/glider March Club day. Seven pilots flew
the event which was a 2 minute flight including a
10 second motor run ending with a spot landing.
One well known pilot was disqualified from the
event for having complete disregard for the strict
rules laid down! Last event was a mass takeoff (amazingly, there were
no mid airs) with the last to land to be deemed the winner. Last in the air,
Grant and Gordon, decided to call it a draw after it became apparent that
the thermaling could go on forever.

Results:1st Gordon
2nd Rex
3rd Brad
4th Lyndon
5th Sel
6th Wayne
Mr X (or was he
Mr F?)
disqualified

Lunch time at the Glider day
There must be a few of you that are ready to do their Wings badges or
update from Basic. It’s not a difficult test so talk to Gordon who will
check you out. Details can be found on MFNZ website.
If you don’t hold a Wings badge you must have an observer with you
that is a holder to fly at the field.
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Treasurers Report
Alan Rowson
Thank you to all members that have paid your subs as at the date of writing this
report 29th March
I am still waiting on approximately a dozen or so members who have not yet
paid their subs.
As mentioned in the March magazine all subs need to be paid in by the 31
March 2019 as I need to send all MFNZ subs in early April.
Those members that have not paid please make payment to our account:
03 0314 0215645-00 HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB please ensure
your name is on the deposit. or you can send me a cheque to A D Rowson 18A
Mahoe St Melville, HAMILTON 3206
Club subs are Senior
70yrs plus
Junior
Control line/ Freeflight
Associate member

$180.00
$170.00
$ 60.00
$120.00
$75.00

Members that are not financial as at 31 March 2019 cannot fly at any
designated MFNZ flying sites (which includes our field) until club fees are paid
as you have no insurance cover.
The April bulletin will be our last one to be printed and the May issue will be
sent out by email to all club members. It will still be published on the clubs
web site as well.
IF YOU HAPPEN TO CHANGE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS YOU WILL
NEED TO EMAIL hamiltonmaclub@gmail.com and also myself at
alan48linda47@gmail.com so that I can update
MFNZ records.
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The Ryan ST-A
Bruce Pickering
This project started one quiet Sunday morning when I got a call from my friend
Steve enquiring, “Are you at home? I’ve got something for you.” The
“something” turned out to be a nearly finished Sig kit of the Ryan STA. It
apparently had been purchased new three or four decades ago and the original
owner had done much work on it before Steve acquired it. Steve did some more
work, before passing it on to me. The kitset, designed by Maxey Hester around
1970, was very complete and detailed, with many parts formed from ABS. Late
last century it was a very popular model, not particularly large at 1860mm
(73in) wingspan, but a reasonable size for its time.

The Ryan ST’s were a series of tandem open cockpit low-wing monoplane
aircraft built during the “Golden Era” by Ryan Aeronautical Company from
1934, designed as sport and training aircraft. “ST” stood for Sport Trainer; later
the “A” was added to denote Aerobatic. A single “ST-B” was built, having
only one cockpit and an extra fuel tank where the front cockpit was, although it
was later converted back to an “A” with two seats. A combination of steel,
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aluminium alloy, wood and fabric was used in its construction. The ST-A
sported a 125HP Menasco C4 engine, although a later development, the ST-A
Special, was fitted with a super-charged 150HP Menasco C4-S engine. In 1937
this was developed into a military version, the STM series. Further
developments of the ST series included a revised rudder, balanced ailerons and
elevators, and strengthened main landing gear with the legs spaced farther apart.
Because of the unreliability of the Menasco engine, the Kenner R-440 radial
engine was fitted to later variants. In the nine years until 1943, a total of 1,568
aircraft of all models was produced.

Acquiring the kitset was an unexpected windfall for me, but since I had two
other models in progress, work on it was fairly slow. Unfortunately, the
original owner must have left everything lying on his building board near a
window and the sun got at the ABS and turned most of the parts very brittle. So
I decided not to use all of them—there are very many—and the ones I did use I
lined inside and out with 24gm fibreglass and epoxy. Maybe once I get it flying
I will fix and fit the rather complicated undercarriage fairings and spats....he
says hopefully! The wings and tail are covered in Koverall and the fuselage in
24gm fibreglass. The next decision was what colour to paint it. I looked at lots
of photos on the internet and then I examined the tins of paint I already had,
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with the result that it is painted white and black with gold trim! Although it
looks quite attractive, to be honest, I haven’t really done justice to the kitset.
There are many ABS parts that I have not fitted, for the reason explained above,
and I have left off the wing struts and wires.
Due to the number of these kits that were built and the enthusiastic reviews, I
did not anticipate any problems with flying the Ryan and I was not
disappointed. The recommended power plants are 2 or 4 stroke glow
motors .91 – 1.20, but the Evolution 15cc petrol engine fitted is plenty of
power. Take off roll is straight and uneventful and in the air it handles like a
trainer, with gentle and scale-like traits on the ground and in the air. It’s a nice
aeroplane for quiet summer evenings.
_______________________________________________________________

Rex Anderson’s SE5A will it be present at BiPlane day ?
……yes says Rex.
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Gordon’s Fascination with strange
planes
By Aunty

Yes, Gordon’s fascination and leaning towards flying things that are just a little
oddball and somewhat different from the norm continues with his latest attempt
at an Auto-Gyro. Gordon’s played with these before and you would have
thought his past experiences would have taught him a thing or two and that he
might have ticked the box and moved on. But alas no, he had to make yet
another one to scare himself silly and eventually arrive at the same point as his
previous attempts...Crashed!
None the less, I applaud
Gordon for his perseverance as
he’s the only one I know who
has tried to build one (Not
counting Sel Melville who as a
teenager built an Auto-GyroGlider thingy that he actually
sat in and flew towed behind a
car...until it crashed too, but
that’s another story just ask
Oh dear
Sel !
I happened to be present for the test flights and I must say this provided a lot of
entertainment. The wind was nil which didn’t help with getting airborne as
these things prefer a bit of wind on the nose to spool up the un-powered rotor.
Nonetheless, a number of attempts ensued and a couple of short flights with
varying results eventuated. I even managed a brief play on the sticks myself
and I must say it felt and reacted more like a slow flying & responding
helicopter than it did an aeroplane.
Needless to say though, the outcome was inevitable from the outset as this
thing is damn awful to orientate on. I even tried to help by watching the model
through a pair of binoculars whilst Gordon flew it, but somehow it still
managed to turn tail on him and disorientation led to a vertical descent (as
opposed to assent!) with that crunching sound that followed.
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Anyway, Good on Ya Gordon for giving
it a go and I hear that it’s pretty much
back together and ready for another go, so
keep us posted

Gordons Panther in happier times….

_______________________________________________________________

Waikato Control Line Champs –
Mercer 10th Feb 2019
Brendan Robinson Contest Director

Classic A Team Race
6 Contestants battled the hot fine weather at Mercer.
Brendan lead the way in the first round with a 5-11, Don with a 5-12 and
Andrew with a 5-27.
The second round attempted to reshuffle the order with Andrew improving to a
5-03 only to be beaten in the next race by Brendan with a 5-02 on a corrected
time. Other contestants either improved their time or went backwards.
The Final was an All Robinson affair with Brendan reining supreme in first,
Don in second place and Andrew in Third.
Heat 1
Heat 2
Final
Placing
Brendan Robinson
5.11.91
5.02.1 (4-57.9)
10.35.81
1st
Don Robinson
5.12.91
5.22.2
13.20.00
2nd
Andrew Robinson
5.27.84
5.03.30
189 Laps
3rd
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John Ryan
Steve Hansen
Rod Brown

6.03-05
5.50.74
6.20.46

5.32.66
8.44.80
5.52.50

4th
5th
6th

Classic B Team Race
A mixed bag in the classic B, but it was great to see five models having a go.
Steve also had a model but an Engine failure lead him to withdraw leaving only
four contestants.
The build up to the final ended in the final being a fizzer. John having a fire in
the model in an earlier heat retired at 37 laps with no connection to the plug
due to the cooked wiring. Rod retired with a lack of control at 81 laps and Rob
retired at 168 laps with a floating needle enabling a couple of laps from each
stop.
Heat 1
Heat 2
Final
Placing
Rob Wallace 5.36.40
5.32.47
168 Laps
1st
Rod Brown
5.06.78
5.40.58
81 lap
2nd
John Ryan
6.31.22
6.39.10
37 Laps
3rd
Andrew/
51 Laps
7.06.10
4th
Brendan
Slow Goodyear
Heat 1 for everyone was the shake down race with most improving or being
consistent in race times.
Rod reigned supreme to win the Final from Rob Wallace and with Steve
coming in third after a bad engine setting ending in a hard landing which ended
the race for him.
Heat 1
Heat 2
Final
Placing
Rod Brown
4.19.24
4.05.68
8.23.34
1st
Rob Wallace
4.32.03
4.18.41
8.42.14
2nd
Steve Hansen 4.26.76
4.28.17
83 Laps
3rd
Brendan/
5.56.00
4-44.63
4th
Andrew
Thanks to all the contestants and helpers for the day as there was a lot of mix
and match with pitman and pilots to get all the racing done. Both Kevin Barnes
and John Ryan were the rent a pilots for the day. A special mention to John
Danks for the loan of the mower which enabled a great racing surface to be
prepared.
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Waikato Champs Control Line Competitors
_______________________________________________________________

Electronic Flight lines Newsletter
As you will be aware, the paper version of the HMAC Flight Lines Newsletter
is coming to and end with this, the last paper version you will receive in the
post.
By now you should also have received an email from the clubs new email
address: hamiltonmaclub@gmail.com
The Newsletter should be attached to that email and is in a .PDF format which
most Computers, Laptops, Tablets and Mobile phones are able to open.
If you did not receive the email by club night, then something went wrong and
you will need to contact us via the email address above or alternatively contact
Alan (the secretary) direct at: alan48linda47@gmail.com
This is just a first cut at getting the newsletter out electronically and we have
been advised of other options to investigate for the future.
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Remember, the club website has a direct link to the Newsletter and lately I have
also been starting to add in Photo’s to the Gallery pages linked from the
website. The website should become your first port of call in the future, as it is
where we will be putting more emphasis on our club communications,
especially event and calendar updates.
Furthermore, if there is a club member who is computer savvy and keen to take
on managing the Club Website content, then please let me know.
Grant.
_______________________________________________________________

Lyle with his New Retro style
Pattern Ship

Lyndon with his new toy too…
A Snipe DLG
(Discuss Launch Glider)
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Flashback to Awatoto

Team Hamilton

Barry flying his quad copter
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Parting Shot:

Gordon’s Wot’s Wot

Gordon’s Wot’s Not
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Coming Events 2019
April 2019







RC Soaring Aero Tow event - TECT Park Tauranga
April 5, 2019 - April 7, 2019 @ TECT All Terrain Park Model Flying Centre,
Pyes Pa Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua )
HMAC Club Night Meeting – Learn about Batteries
April 10, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
HMAC Club Day – Bi-Plane Day
April 14, 2019 - HMAC Collins Road field
IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea
April 12, 2019 - April 14, 2019 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)
RC Pylon Racing Series
April 14, 2019 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
April 20 and 21, 2019 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd,
Pukekawa

May 2019


LMANZ Large Model Rally and AGM
May 4, 2019 - May 5, 2019 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
HMAC Club Night Meeting
May 8, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Pylon Racing Series
May 12, 2019 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 HMAC Float Plane Day at Huntly (TBC)
May 12, 2019 9:00 am - @ Lake Puketirini (Weavers) Reserve, Rotowaro
Road, Huntly
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
May 18 and 19, 2019 - @ Tuakau

Flight Lines May 2019
May Newsletter deadline – 3 May 2019

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Official newsletter of the
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